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15. C RECIRCULATION SYSTEMS SINGLE-LOOP OPERATION

-15. C. 1 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Single-loop operation (SLO) at reduced power is highly desirable in the

event a recirculation pump or other component maintenance renders one loop

inoperative. To justify single-loop operation, accidents and abnormal

operational transients associated,wjth power operations, as presented in
Sections 6.2 and 6.3 and the main text of Chapter 15.0, were reviewed for
the single-loop case with only one pump in operation. This appendix

presents the results of this safety evaluation for the operation of the

Susquehanna Units 1 and 2 with single recirculation loop inoperable.

Increased uncertainties in the core total flow and Traversing In-Core

Probe (TIP) readings resulted in a 0.01 incremental increase in the

Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) fuel cladding integrity safety limit
during, single-loop operation. No .increase in rated MCPR operating limit
and no change in flow dependent MCPR limit (MCPRf) are required because

all abnormal operational transients analyzed for single"loop operation

indicated there is more'than enough MCPR margin to compensate for this
increase in MCPR safety limit. The recirculation flow rate dependent rod

block and scram setpoint equation given .in Chapter 16 (Technical Specifi-
cations) are adjusted for one-pump operation.

Thermal-hydraulic stability was evaluated for its adequacy with respect

to General Design Criteria 12 (10CFR50, Appendix A). It is shown that
SLO satisfies this stability criterion.

To prevent potential control oscil.lations from occurring in the recircu-

lation flow control system, the flow control should be in master manual

for single-loop operation.

/

The limiting Maximum Average Planar Linear Heat Generation Rate (MAPLHGR)

reduction factor for single-loop operation is calculated to be 0.81.

HTK: gc: csc/F06257" 15. C. 1-1
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The containment response for a Design Basis Accident (DBA) recirculation
line break with single-loop operation .is bounded by the rated power

two-loop operation analysis presented in Section 6. 2. This conclusion

covers all single"loop operation power/flow conditions.,

The impact of single loop operation on the Anticipated Transient Mithout
Scram (ATMS) analysis was evaluated. It is found that all AVOWS acceptance

criteria are met during SLO.

The fuel thermal and mechanical duty for transient events occurring
during. SLO is found to be bounded by the fuel design bases. The Average

Power Range Monitor (APRM) fluctuation should not exceed a flux amplitude

of t15X of rated and the core plate differential pressure fluctuation
should not exceed 2.9 psi peak to peak to be consisten't with the fuel rod

and assembly design bases.
II

\

A recirculation pump drive flow limit will be imposed for SLO. The.

highest drive flow tested during the startup test program at Susquehanna

that meets acceptable 'vessel internal vibration criteria will be the

drive flow limit for SLO..

HTK:gc:csc/F06257" 15. C. 1-2
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Except for core total flow and TIP reading, the uncertainties used in the
I

statistical analysis to determine the MCPR fuel cladding integrity safety
limit are not dependent on whether coolant flow is provided by one or two
recirculation pumps. Uncertainties used in the two-loop operation
analysis are documented in the FSAR. A 6X core flow measurement uncer-
tainty has been established for single-loop operation (compared to 2.5X
for two-loop operation). As shown below, this value conservatively
reflects the one standard deviation (one sigma)'ccuracy of the core flow
measurement system documented in Reference 15.C.8-1. The random noise
component of the TIP reading uncertainty was revised for single recircu-
lation loop operation to reflect the operating plant test results given
in Subsection 15.C.2.2. This revision resulted in a single-loop operation
process computer effective TIP uncertainty of 6.8X of initial cores and

9.1X for reload cores. Comparable two-loop process computer uncertainty
values are 6.3X for .initial cores and 8.7X for reload cores. The net
effect of these two revised uncertainties is 'a 0.01 incremental increase
in the required MCPR fuel cladding integrity safety limit.

E

15.C.2.1 Core Flow Uncertaint

15.C.2.1.1 Core Flow Measurement Durin Sin le-Loo 0 eration

The jet pump core flow measurement'ystem is calibrated to m'easure core
flow when both sets of jet pumps are'n forward flow; total core flow is
the sum of the indicated loop flows. For single-loop operation, however,

some inactive jet pumps will be backflowing (at active pump speeds above

approximately 40K). Therefore, the measured flow in the backflowing jet
pumps must be subtracted from the measured flow in the active loop to
obtain the total core flow. In addition, the jet pump coefficient is
different for reverse flow than for forward flow, and the measurement of
reverse flow must be modified to account for this difference.

In single-loop operation, the total core flow is derived by the following
formul a:

HTK: gc/F06?57" 15. C. 2-1
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Total Core

Flow

Active Loop

Indicated Flow
"C Inactive Loop

Flow

'I

Where C (= 0.95) is defined as the ratio of "Inactive Loop True Flow" to
"Inactive Loop Indicated Flow". "Loop Indicated Flow" is the flow
measured by the jet pump "single-tap" loop flow summers and indicators,
which are set to read forward flow correctly.

The 0.95 factor was the result .of a conservative analysis to appropriately
modify the single-tap flow coefficient for reverse flow." If a more

exact, less conservative core flow is required, special in"reactor
calibration tests would have to be made. Such calibration tests would

involve: calibrati'ng core support plate bP ver'sus core flow during

one-pump and two-pump operation along with 100K flow control line and

calculating the correct value of C based on the core support plate bP and

the loop flow indicator readings.
I

15.C.2.1.2 Core Flow Uncertaint Anal sis

The uncertainty analysis procedure used to establish the core flow

uncertainty for one-pump operation is essentially the same as for two-pump

'peration, with some exce'ptions. The core flow uncertainty analysis is
described in Reference 15.C.8-1. The analysis of one-pump core flow

uncertainty is summarized
below.'or

single-loop operation, the total core flow can be expressed as
I

follows (refer to Figure 15.C.2-1):

WC
=

WA
-

WI

where:

W = total core flow,
C

"The analytical expected value of the "C" coefficient for- Susquehanna is ~0.855

HTK: gc/F06257" 15. C. 2-2
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WA . = active loop flow, and

W>
= inactive loop (true) flow.

By applying the "propagation of errors" method to the above equation, the
variance of the total flow uncertainty can be approximated by:

g2 Q2

C sys

a
2

+ 1"a
0~

+
0~

W). C

rand

where:

W
C

uncertainty of total core flow;

W
uncertainty systematic to both loops;

sys

MA
rand

random uncertainty. of active loop only;

W)
rand

random uncertainty of,inactive loop only;
\

C
uncertainty of ".C" coefficient; and

ratio of inactive loop flow (W>) to active loop
flow (WA)

'rom

an uncertainty analysis, the conservative, bounding values of

oW , oW , oW . and oC are 1.6X, 2.'6X, 3.5X, and 2.8X,
"sys "Arand "lrand

respectively. Based on the above uncertainties and a .bounding value of

HTK: gc/F06257" 15. C. 2-3
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0.36" for "a", the variance of the total flow uncertainty is approximately:

+ (2.6)~ +—'3.5)i + (2.8)~1 2 036

= (5.0X)>

When the effect of 4.lX core bypass flow split uncertainty at 12K

(bounding case) bypass flow fraction- is added to the total core flow

uncertainty, the active coolant flow uncertainty is:

Q2active
coolant

(5. 0X)> + ~1'~ ~ (4.n)> = (5.n)>0. 12

which is less than the 6X flow uncertainty assumed in the statistical analysis.

In sommary, core flow during one-pump operation is measured in a conser-

vative way and its uncertainty has'een conservatively evaluated.

15.C.2. 2 TIP READING UNCERTAINT'Y

To ascertain the TIP noise 'uncertainty for single recirculation loop

operation, a test was per formed at an operating BWR. 'The test was

performed at a power level 59.3X of rated with a single recirculation

pump in operation (core flow 46.3X of rated). A .rotationally symmetric

control rod pattern existed during the test.

Five consecutive traverses were made with each of five TIP machines,

giving a total of 25 'traverses. Analysis of this data resulted in a

nodal TIP noise of 2.85K. Use of this TIP noise value as a component of

the process computer total uncertainty results in a one-sigma process

computer total effective TIP uncertainty value for single-loop operation

of 6.8X for initial. cores and 9.1X for reload cores.

Th f1 ply ti i f b t 0 D.36. Tt 0.36
a conservative bounding value. The analytical expected value of the flow
split ratio for Susquehanna is ~ 0.33.

HTK:gc/F06257" 15: C. 2-4
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15.C.3 MCPR OPERATING LIMIT

15. C. 3. 1 ABNORMAL OPERATING TRANSIENTS

Operating with one recirculation loop results in a maximum power output
which is about 30K below that which is attainable for two"pump operation.
Therefore, the consequences of, abnormal operation transients from one-loop

'I

operation will be considerably less severe than those analyzed from a

two-loop operational mode. For pressurization, flow increase, flow
decrease, and cold water injection transients, results presented in the
FSAR bound both the thermal and overpressur e consequences of one-loop

operation.

Figure 15. C. 3-1 shows the consequences of a typical pressurization
transient (turbine trip) as a function of power level. As can be seen,

the consequences of one-loop operation are considerably less because. of
the associated reduction in operati.ng power level.

The consequences of flow decrease transients'are also bounded by the full
power analysi's. A single pump trip from one-loop operation is less

severe than a two-pump trip .from full power because of the reduced

initial power level.

.'fhe worst flow increase transient results from recirculation flow controller
failure, and the worst cold water. injection transient results from the

. loss of. feedwater heater. For the former, the MCPRf curve is derived

assuming both recirculation loop controllers fail. This condition

produces the maximum possible power increase and hence maximum ~CPR for
transients initiated from less than rated power and flow. When operating

with only one recirculatioq loop, the flow and power increase associated

with this failure with only one loop will be less than that associated

with both loops; therefore, the MCPRf curve derived with the two-pump

assumption is conservative for single-loop operation. The latter event,

loss of feedwater heating, is generally the most severe cold water

increase event with respect to increase in core power, This event is
caused by positive reactivity insertion from core inlet subcooling and it

'HTK:gc/F06257" 15..C. 3-1
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is relatively insensitive to initial power level. A generic statistical
loss of feedwater heater analysis usiAg different initial power levels
and other core design parameters concluded one-pump operation with lower
initial power level is conservatively bounded by the full power two-pump

analysis. Inadvertent restart of the idle recirculation pump has been

analyzed in the FSAR and is still applicable for single-loop operation.

From the above discussions, it is concluded that the transient consequence

from one-loop operation is bounded by previously submitted full power

analyses. The maximum power level that can be attained with one"loop
operation is only restricted by the HCPR and overpressure limits established
from a full-power analysis.

. In the following sections, two of the most limiting transients of core
flow increase and pressurization, events are analyzed for single-loop
operation. They are, respectively:

P

a. feedwater flow controller failure (maximum demand), (FMCF)

b. generator load r e jecti on wi th bypass fai lure, (LRNHP)

The plant initial conditions are given. in Table.15.C.3-1.

15.C.3.1.1 Feedwater Controller Failure - Haximum Demand

15.C.3.1. 1.1 Core and S stem Performance

Hathematical Hodel

The computer model described in Reference 15.C.8-2 was used to simulate

this event.

In ut Parameters and Initial Conditions

The analysis has been performed with the plant conditions tabulated in

Table 15. C. 3-1, with the initial vessel water level at level setpoint

HTK:gc/F06257" 15. C. 3-2
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L4 for conservatism. By using this initial water level, more cold
feedwater will be injected before LeveT 8 is reached resulting in higher
heat fluxes.

End of cycle (all rods out) scram characteristics are assumed. The

safety/reli'ef valve action is conservatively assumed to occur with higher
than nominal setpoints. The transient is simulated by programming an

upper limit failure in the feedwater system such that 135K of rated
feedwater flow occurs at the design pressure of 1060 psig. Since the
vessel pressure is lower than the design value for this condition, the
maximum feedwater flow rate will be about 188K of initial flow.

Results

The simulated feedwater controller transient is shown in Figure 15.C.3-2
for the case of 75.6X power 60.3X core flow. The high-water level
turbine trip and feedwater pump trip are initiated at approximately 6.64
seconds. Scram occurs Mom, the .turbine .trip .at. Level 8, and limits the
peak neutron flux. MCPR. is considerably above the safety limit so no

boiling transition is predicted to occur. The turbine bypass system

opens to limit peak pressure'n .the steamline near the safety valves to
1122 psig and the pressure at the b'ottom of the vessel'o about 1136

P» 9.
1

Consideration of Uncertainties

~ All systems used for protection in this event were assumed to have the

poorest allowable response (e.g., relief setpoints,.scram stroke time,
etc.) Expected plant behavior is, therefore, expected to lead to a less
severe transient.

15.C.3.1.1.2 Barrier Performance

As noted above, the consequences of this event do not result in any

temperature or pressure transient. in excess of the criteria for which the

fuel, pressure vessel, or containment are designed; therefore, these

barriers maintain 'integrity and function as designed.

HTK:gc/F06257"'5. C'. 3-3
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15.C. 3.1..1. 3 Radiolo ical Conse uences

.The consequences of this event do not result in any calculated fuel
failures; however, radioactive steam is discharged to the suppression

pool as a result of SRV activation.

15.C.3. 1.2 Generator Load Re'ection Mith B ass Failure

15.C.3.1. 2. 1 Core and S stem Performance

Mathematical Model

The computer model described in Reference 15.C.8-2 was used to simulate
this event.

In ut Parameters and Initial Conditions

These analyses have been per'formed, unless otherwise noted, with the
plant conditions tabulated in Table 15.C.3-1.

The turbine electro-hydraulic control system (EHC) power/load imbalance

device detects load rejection before a measurable speed change takes

place.

The closure characteristics of the turbine control valves are assumed

such that the valves operate in the full arc (FA) mode and have a full
stroke closure time, from fully open. to fully closed, of 0.15 second.

Auxiliary power is independent of any turbine generator overspeed effects
and is continuously supplied at rated frequency, assuming automatic fast
transfer to auxiliary power supplies.

HTK: gc/F06257" 15. C. 3-4
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Results

'The simulated generator load rejection without bypass is shown in
Figure 15.C.3-3.

Table 15.C.3-2 sho'ws for the case of bypass failure, peak neutron flux
reaches about 252.7X of rated and peak 'pressure at the valves reaches

1154 psig. The peak nuclear system pressure reaches 1173 psig at the
bottom of the vessel, well'below the nuclear barrier transient pressure
limit of 1375 psig. The calculated HCPR is 1.20, which is well above the
safety limit.

Consideration of Uncertainties
I

The full-stroke closure rate of the t'urbine control .valve of 0.15 second

is conservative. Typically, the actual closure rate is approximately 0.2
second. The less time it takes to close, the more severe the pressurization
e ffectet@

All systems used for protection in this event=w'ere assumed to have the
poorest allowable response (e..g, relief setpoints, scram stroke time,
etc.). Expected plant behavior is, therefore, expected to reduce the
actual severity of the

transient.'5.C.3.1.

2.2 Barrier Performance

'he consequences of this event do not result in any temperature of
pressure transient in excess of the criteria for which the fuel, pressure

vessel, or containtaent are designed and, therefore, these barriers
maintain their integrity as designed.

15.C.3.1.2.3 Radiolo ical Conse uences

The consequences of this event do not result in any calculated fuel
failures; however, radioactivity is nevertheless discharged to the

suppression pool as a result of SRV activation.

HTK: gc/F06257" 15. C. 3-5
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15.C.3. 1.'3 Summar and Conclusions

-The transient peak value results are summarized in Table 15.C.3-2. The
Critical Power Ratio (CPR) results are. summarized in Table 15.C.3-3.
This table indicates that for the transient events analyzed here, the
MCPRs for all transients are. above the single-loop operation safety limit
value of 1.07. It is concluded the operating MCPR limits established fo>-"
two-pump operation are also applicable to single-loop operation conditions.

For pressurization, Table 15.C.3-2 indicates the peak pressures are below
the ASME code value of 1375 psig. Hence, it is concluded the pressure
barrier integrity is maintained under single-loop operation conditions.

15. C. 3. 2 ROD MITHDRAWAL ERROR

The rod withdrawal error at rated power is given in the FSAR. 'These

analyses are performed to demonstrate, even if the operator ignores all
instrument indications and the alarm which could occur during the course
of the transient, the rod block system will stop rod withdrawal at a

minimum critical power ratio (MCPR) which is higher than the fuel cladding
integrity safety limit. - Modification of the rod block equation (below)
and lower power assures the MCPR safety limit is.not violated.

One-pump operation results in backflow through 10 of the 20 .jet pumps

while the flow is being supplied into the lower plenum from the 10 active
jet pumps. Because of the backflow through the inactive jet pumps, the
present rod block equation was conservatively modified for use during
one-pump operation because the direct active-loop flow measurement may

not indicate actual flow above about 40K core flow without correction.

A procedure has,been established for correcting the APRM rod block
equation to account for the discrepancy between actual flow and indicated
flow in the active loop. This preserves the original relationship
between APRM rod block and actual effective drive flow when operating
with a single loop.

HTK:gc/F06257" 15. C. 3" 6
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The two-pump r od block equati on is:

+
100 m( )

The one-pump equation becomes:

RB = mM + RB100 m(100) - mbW

l

where

difference between two-loop and single-loop effective
drive flow at the same core flow. This value is expected

to be 7X of rated (to be determined by the PP8L).

RB = power at rod block in X;

flow reference slope.

. drive flow in I of rated.

RB
00

= top level rod block at 100K.flow.

If the rod block setpoint (RB100) is changed, the equation must be

.recalculated using the new value.

. The APRM scram trip settings are flow biased in the same manner as the

APRM rod block setting. Therefore, the APRM scram trip settings are

subject to the same -procedural changes as the rod block settings discussed

above.

15.C.3.3 OPERATING MCPR LIMIT

For single"loop operation, the operating MCPR limit remains unchanged

from the normal two-loop operation limit. Although the increased uncer-

tainties in core total flow and TIP readings resulted. in a 0. 01 incremental

increase in MCPR'fuel cladding integrity safety limit during single-loop

HTK:gc/F06257* 15. C. 3"7
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operation (Section 15.C.2), the limiting transients have been analyzed to
indicate that there is more than enough MCPR margin during single-loop
operation to compensate for this increase in safety limit. For single
loop operation at lower flows, the steady-state operating MCPR limit is
established by multiplying the rated flow.steady-state limit by the same

Kf factor. This .ensures the 99. SX statistical limit requirement is
always satisfied for any postulated abnormal operational occurrence.
Since the maximum core flow runout during single loop operation is only
about 60.3X of rated, the current flow dependent MCPRf limits which are
generated based on the flow runout up to rated 'core flow are also adequate
to protect the flow runout events during single loop operation.

HTK: gc/F06257" 15. C. 3-8
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TABLE 15.C.3-1
INPUT PARAMETERS AND INITIALCONDITIONS FOR

TRANSIENTS AND ACCIDENTS FOR SINGLE-LOOP OPERATION

1. Thermal Power Level
Analysis Value, HMt

2. Steam Flow, lb/hr

3. Core Flow, lb/hr

4. Feedwater Flow Rate, lb/sec

5. Feedwater Temperature, ~F

6. Vessel Dome Pressure, psia

7. Vessel Core Pressure,
psia'.

Turbine Bypass Capacity, X NBR

9. Core Coolant Inlet Enthalpy, Btu/lb

10. Turbine Inlet Pressure, psia

ll. Fuel Lattice

12. Core Leakage Flow, X

13. Required MCPR Operating Lim'it

14. MCPR Safety Limit
I

15. Doppler Coefficient (-)4/'F
Analysis Data

'16. Void Coefficient (-)4/X Rated Voids
Analysis Data for Power Increase Events

17. Core Average Void Fraction, I
18. Jet Pump Ratib, M

2489 (75.6X Rated)

9. 84X10 (73; OX NBR)

60. 35xlO (60. 3X Rated)

2725

357

988

994

25

508

958

P8x8R

9. 85

1. 38

1. 07

0. 214(b)

12. 0

38. 2

3. 59

HTK:gc/F06257" 15. C'. 3-9
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TABLE 15. C.3-1 (Continued)

19. Safety/Relief Valve Capacity, X NBR
81091 psig
Manufacturer
quantity Installed

20. Relief Function Delay, Seconds

21. Relief Function Response, Seconds

22. Setpoints for Safety/Relief Valves
Relief Function, psig

28.

29.

RPT Delay, Seconds

RPT Inertia for Analysis, lb-ft

23. Number of Valve Groupings Simulated
Relief Function, No.

24. High Flux Trip, I NBR
Analysis Setpoint (1.20 x 1.044), X NBR.

25. High Pressure Scram Setpoint, psig

26. Vessel Level Tr'ips,.Feet Above
Separator Ski'rt

Bottom'evel

8 -. (L8), Feet
'evel3 - (L3), Feet

Level 2 - (L2), Feet

27. APRM Thermal trip
Setpoint, X NBR 8. 100K Core FLow

99. 0
CROSBY

16

0.4

0. 15

1110, 1120$ 1130, 1140
1150

5

125.3

1071

6.013
2. 167
(-)2.042

125. 0

0. 175

17630

Operation operating limit is'iven by MCPRf for a core flow of 60.3X.

Reference values only, actual values are "calculated within the code.(b)
These are rated condition values.

HTK: gc/F06257" 15. C. 3-10



TABLE 15.C.3-2
EERIEST TIE TR NSlWT PEAR ISLES REESLTS

SINGLE- LOOP OPERATION

PARA-
GRAPH FIGURE

15.C. 3. 1. 1 15.C. 3. 2

DESCRIPTION

Tnitial Condition

Feedwater flow
Controller
Failure
(Maximum Demand)

HAXIHUH
NEUTRON

FLUX
~XNBR

75. 6

158. 5

988

1Il.38

1009

1151

'82

1137

100.'0

114. 9

MAXIMUM
HAXIMUM MAXIMUM MAXIMUH AVERAGE

DOME VESSEL STEAHLINE SURFACE
PRESSURE PRESSURE PRESSURE , HEAT FLUX

sia ~sia ~sia X of INITIAL
FREQUENCY"
~Cate or

N/A 0

15 ~ C.3.1.2 15.C.3.3 Generator Load 252.7
Rejection With Bypass
Failure

~ I'

ll70 1188 1169 112. 4

a = Moderate frequency incident; b = infrequent

HTK:gc:csc/F06258"
15. C. 3"11
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TABLE 15.C.3-3

SUMMARY OF CRITICAL POWER RATIO RESULTS "

SINGLE- LOOP OPERATION

FWCF

LR M/BYPASS .,
FAILURE

Initial Operating Condi tion

(I power/I flow)
75.6/60.3 75. 6/60. 3

Required Low Flow Initial MCPR

Operating Limit" at SLO (Option A)

1. 38 1. 38

hCPR 0,17 0. 18

Transient MCPR at SLO 1. 21 1. 20

SLMCPR at SLO*" 1. 07 1. 07

Margin Above SLMCPR
I

Frequency Category

0. 14

Moderate

0. 13

Infrequent

K = 1.065 at 60.3X rated core flowf
"" Values shown for initial cycle. Add 0.01 for reload cycles.

HTK:gc/F06257" 15. C. 3"12
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g r ~

~ Iq i ~

1 NEUTRON FLUX

2 PEAK FUEL SCENTER TENP

3 AVG SURFACE HEAT FLUX

4 FEEWATER FLN
5 VESSEL STEAN FLOM

125.

1 VESSEL PRES RISE (PSI)
2 STH LINE PRES RISE (PSI)
3 TURBINE PRES RISE (PSI)
4 CORE INLET SUB (BTU/LB) .

5 RELIEF VALVE FLN (PCT
Q,TURB STEAN FLN (PCT)

ii 100.
I II
5 ~

50.
Il
is)
~ s

0. 5. la. I5.
T'tm ISECI
''0. 15.

T'Im ISECI

'50.I LEVELIl2IIn SEN
3 N II SENSI
It (:OWHLI
5 NIVE FLI

-XP-SNIttr
0 LEYEI.I IKfKSI
0 LEVO I ItKfKSI
TVCSAKII

I IKII

I voto x rtvrrr
2 DOPPLEA EIKTIVITT
3 SCfAi HE TIVIIT IMOND(0 Vl I I

0.

0. '.
.i~ I l5

TI% ISECI
Ia.

TIN ISECI
Is+

PENNSYLVANIA
VOWER a I.IGIIT

FEEDMATER CONTROLLER FAILURE - MAXIMUM DEMAND

SINGLE LOOP OPERATION
I

FIGURE
15.C.3-2
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15. C. 4 STABILITY ANALYSIS

15. C.4.1 Phenomena

The least stable 'power/flow condition attainable under normal operating
conditions (both reactor coolant system recirculation loops in operation).
occurs at minimum flow and the highest achievable power level.'or all
operating conditions, the least stable power/flow condition may correspond
to operation with one or both recirculation loops not in operation. The

primary contributing factors to the stability performance with one or
both recirculation loops not in service are the power/flow ratio and the
recirculation loop. characteristics. At natural circulation flow the
highest power/flow ratio is achieved. At forced circulation with one

recirculation loop not in operation, the reactor core stability may be

influenced by the inactive recirculation loop. As core flow increases in
SLO, the inactive loop forward flow decreases because the natural circulation
driving head decreases with increasing core flow. The reduced flow in
the inactive loop reduces the resistance that the recirculation loops
impose on reactor core flow perturbati'ons thereby adding a destabilizing
effect. At the same time the increased core flow results in a lower
power/flow ratio which is a stabilizing effect. These two countering
effects may result in decreased stability margin'(higher decay ratio)
initially as core flow is increased (from minimum) in SLO and then an

increase in stability margin (lower decay ratio) as core flow is increased
further and reverse flow in the inactive loop is established.

As core flow is increased further during SLO and substantial reverse flow
is established in the inactive loop an increase in jet pump flow, core

flow and neutron noise is observed. Currently, the NRC restricts operation
with one loop out of service to BOX load line due to the unresolved

neutron noise concern.

15.C.4.2 Com liance to Stabilit Criteria

Consistent with the philosophy applied to two loop operation, the stability
compliance during single loop operation is demonstrated on a generic

HTK: gc/F06257" 15. C. 4"I
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basis'. Stability'cceptance criteria have been established to demonstrate

compliance with the requirements set; forth in lOCFR50, Appendix A,

-General Design Criterion (GDC) 12 (Reference 15.C.8-4). A generic

analysis which covers those fuels contained in the General Electric
Standard Application for Reactor fuel (Reference 15.C.8"5) has been

performed. The, analysis demonstrates that in the event limit cycle
neutron flux oscillations occur. within the bounds of safety system

intervention, specified acceptable fuel design limits are not exceeded.

Since the reactor core is assumed to be in an oscillatory mode, the
question of stability margin during SLO is.not relevant from a safety
standpoint (i.e. the analysis already assumes no stability margin).

The fuel performance during limit cycle oscillations is characteristically
dependent on fuel design and 'cer.tain fixed system features (high neutron
flux scram setpoint, channel inlet orifice diameter, etc.). Therefore
the acceptability of GE fue1 designs independent of plant and cycle
parameters has been established. 'nly those parameters unique to SLO

which affect fuel perfpxmance..need to. bs..evaluated. The major consideration
.of SLO is the increased Minimum Critical Power Ratio (NCPR) safety limit .

V

caused by increased uncertainties in system parameters during SLO.

However, the increase in HCPR safety .limit (0.01) is well within the
margin of the limit cycle analyses (Reference 15..C.8-4) and therefore it
is demonstrated that stability compliance criteria are satisfied during

I

'single loop operation. Operationally, the effects of higher flow noise

and neutron flux noise observed at high SLO core flows are evaluated to
'eterm'ine if acceptable vessel internal vibration levels are met and to
. determine the effects on fuel and channel fatigue. However, these are

not considered in the compliance to stability criteria but are instead

addressed on a plant specific basis. These evaluations are addressed in
Section 15. C.7.

A Service Information Letter-380, Revision 1 (Reference 15.C.8-6) has

been developed to inform plant operators how to recognize and suppress

unanticipated oscillations when encountered during plant operation.
These recommendations should be incorporated into the'lant's Technical

Specifications to satisfy current NRC requirements for SLO'.

HTK: gc/F06257" 15.C.4-2
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15.C. 5 LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

An analysis of single recirculation loop operation using the models and

assumptions documented i'n Reference 15.C.8-7 was performed for

Susquehanna. Using this method, SAFE/REFLOOD computer code runs were

made for a full spectrum of large break sizes for the recirculation
discharge line (most limiting for Susquehanna). The DBA suction break

was also analyzed, but is not as limiting as the discharge break.

Because the reflood minus uncovery time for the single-.loop analysis is
similar to the two-loop analysis, the maximum planar linear heat genera-

tion rate (MAPLHGR) curves were modified by derived reduction factors for
use during one recirculation pump operation,

15. C. 5. 1 BREAK SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

SAFE/REFLOOD calculations were per formed using assumptions given in .

Section II.A.7.3.1 of Reference 15.C.8-'7. Hot node uncovered time (time

between uncovery and reflood) for single-loop operation is compared to
that for two-loop operation in Figure 15.C.5-1.

The maximum uncovered time for two-loop operation is 127 seconds and

occurs at the 68K DBA discharge break. This is the most limiting break

for two-loop operation. For single-loop operation, the maximum uncovered

time is 138 seconds and occurs at the 66K DBA discharge break. This is
the most limiting break for .single-loop operation.

15. C.5. 2 SINGLE-LOOP MAPLHGR DETERMINATION

The small differegces in uncovered time and reflood time for the limiting
I

break size would result in a small decrease in the calculated peak

cladding temperature. Therefore, as noted in Reference 15.C.8-7, the one

HTK: gc/F06257" 15. C. 5-1
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and two-loop SAFE/REFLOOD results can be considered similar and the
generic alternate procedure described in Section II.A.7.4. of this
reference was used to calculate the MAPLHGR reduction factors for single-
loop operation. The most limiting,single-loop operation MAPLHGR reduction
factor (i.e., yielding the lowest MAPLHGR) for GE6 8x8 retrofit-fuel is
0.81. One-loop operation MAPLHGR values are derived by multiplying the .

current two-loop MAPLHGR values by the reduction factor (0.81). As

discussed in Reference 15.C.8-7, single recirculation loop MAPLHGR values
are conservative when calculated in this manner.

15.C. 5.3 SMALL BREAK PEAK CLADDING TEMPERATURE

/

Section II.A.7.4.4.2 of Reference 15.C.8-7 discusses the low sensitivity
of the calculated peak cladding temperature (PCT) to the assumptions used

in the one-pump oper ation analysis and the duration of nucleate boiling.
As this slight increase (~ 504F) 'in PCT is overwhelmingly offset by the .

decreased MAPLHGR (equivalent to 300'F to 500'F PCT) for one-pump operation,
the calculated PCT values for small breaks will be well below the 1531~F

small break PCT value previously reported for Susquehanna, and significantly
below the 2200 F 10CFR50.46 cladding temperature limit.

HTK: gc/F06257* 15. C. 5-2
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15.C. 6 CONTAINMENT ANALYSIS

A single-loop operation containment analysis was performed for PP&L. The
peak wetwell pressure, peak drywell pressure, chugging loads, condensation

'scillation and pool swell containment response were evaluated over the
entire single-loop operation power/flow region.

The highest peak wetwell pressure during single.-loop operation occurred
at the maximum power/flow condition of 75.6X power/60.3X core flow. This
peak wetwell pressure decreased by about 2X (0. 6 psi) compared to the
rated two-loop operation pressure. The peak drywell pressure evaluated
at the worst power/flow condition during single-loop operation were found
to decrease by 3.9X (1.7 psi) compared to the rated two-loop operation
pressure. The chugging loads, condensation oscillation download and pool
swell velocity evaluated at the worst power/flow condition during single-loop ~

operation were also found to. be bounded by the rated power analysis..

HTK:gc/F06257" 15. C. 6-1
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15.C.7 MISCELLANEOUS IMPACT EVALUATION

25.C.7.1 Antici ated Transient Without Scram ATWS

Im act Evaluation

The principal difference between single loop operation (SLO) and normal

two loop operation (TLO) affecting Anticipated Transient Without Scram

(ATWS) performance is that of initial reactor conditions. Since the SLO

initial power flow condition is less, than the rated condition used for
TLO ATWS analysis, the transient response is less severe and therefore
bounded by the TLO analyses. All ATWS acceptance criteri,a are met during
SLO. Therefore, SLO is an acceptable mode of operation for ATWS considera-
tions.

15.C.7.2 Fuel Mechanical Performance

The thermal and mechanical duty for'he transients analyzed have been

evaluated and found to be bounded by the fuel design bases.

It is observed that due to the s'ubstantial reverse flow established
during SLO both the Average Power Range Monitor (APRM) noise and core

plate differential pressure noise are slightly increased. An analysis
has been carried out to determine that the APRM fluctuation should not
exceed a flux amplitude of al5X of rated and the core plate differential
pressure fluctuation should not exceed 2.9 psi peak to peak to be

consistent with the fuel rod .and assembly design bases..

15.C.7. 3 Vessel Internal Vibration

Susquehanna 1 & 2 are BWR4 - 251" size plants. Browns Ferry 1 is the

prototype plant for this size. Reactor Internal Vibration Measurements

. were conducted at Browns Ferry as well as Peach Bottom 2 & 3 which are

also the same size plants.

The-results of the tests at Browns Ferry 1 and Peach Bottom 2 & 3 were

analyzed. The conclusion is that the pump speed at Susquehanna Units

HTK:gc/F06257" 15. C ~ 7-1
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1 8 2, should be limited to 90K of rated under single loop operating
corditions. The same operational restriction (namely, 90K of rated pump

speed in SLO) is currently in force at Browns Ferry 1, 2, 8 3 and the
Peach Bottom 2 8 3 plants.

HTK:gc/F06257" 15. C. 7-2
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15. C. 5 LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

An an lysis of single recirculation loop operation using the models
and assumptions documented in Reference 15.G.8-7 was performed for
Susquehanna. Using this method, SAFE/REFLOOD computer code runs were
made for'a full'pectrum of large break si"es for the recirculation
discharge line (most limiting for Susquehanna). The DBA suction break
was also analy".ed, but is not as limiting as the discharge break.
Because the shape of the ref laod minus uncovery time curve for the
single-loop analysis is similar to the two-loop analysis, the maximum
average planar linear'eat generation rate (NAPLHGR) curves were
modified by derived reduction factors for use during one recirculation
pump operation.

15. C. 5. 1 BREAK SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

SAFE/REFLOOD calculations were performed using assumpti."ons given in
Section II.A.7.3. 1 of Reference 15.C.8-7. Hot node uncovered time .

(time between uncovery and ref lood) for single-loop operation is
compared to that for two-loop operation in Figure 15.C.5-1.

The maximum uncovered time for two-loop operation is '127 seconds and
occurs at the 68/ DBA discharge break. This is the most limiting
break for two-loop operation. For single-3.oop operati.on, the maximum
uncovered time is 138 seconds and occurs at th 66% DBA discharge
break. This is the most limiting break for single, loop operation. =

15. C. 5. 2 SINGLE-LOOP NAPLHGR DETERMINATION

The di fferences in uncovery time and ref lood time .for the lie'iting
break si=e would result in a small increase in the calculated peak
cladding temperature. Therefore, as noted in Reference 15.C.8-7, the
one and two-loop SAFE/REFLOOD results can't be considered similar for
the generic procedure because the difference in the total uncovered
times exceeds four seconds. However, the generic alternate procedure
described in Section II.A.7.4 of this reference was used to obtain an
initial estimate of the NAPLHBR reduction factors for single-)oop
operation.

Using Curve 4 of Figure II.A.7.4-1 of this reference with a reflood-
ing t ime of 196 seconds (refloodi ng time for two-loop 68/ DBA

discharge break) yields a NAPLHGR reduction factor of about 0.70.
Equation 3 of Section II.A.7.4 was then used to adjust this upward
based on the PCT margin to 2200 F in the current,two-loop analysjs,0

This results in a NAPLHGR reduction factor of 0. 81. Core heatup
calculations were then Herformed 'to conf irm that the single-loop PCT

would remain below ~ 200 F with a 0.81 NAPLKGR reduction factor. This
procedure was followed because the generic procedure is generally very
conservative when the DBA suction break is not the limiting breaks

15.C.5-1



The most limi ing single-loop operation MAPLHGR reduction "factor <i. e.,
yielding the '. owest MAPLHGR) for GE6 8v8. retrof it-fuel is 0. 81
results in a PCT of 1866 F. One=loop operation MAPLHGR values al e
derived by multiplying the current two-loop MAPLHGR values by
reduction factor (0.81) . As'iscussed in Reference 15.C.8-7, single
recirculation loop MAPLHGR values. are conservative when calculated in
thi s manner.

15.C.5.3 SMALL BREAK PEAK CLADDING TEMPERATURE

Section II.A.7. 4.4.2 of Reference 15.C.8-7 discusses the low
sensitivity of the calculated peak cladding temperature (PCT) to the
assumptions used i'n the one-pump operation analysis and the duration0of nucleate boiling. As this slight increase. (~ 50 F) in PCT is over-
whelmingly offset by the d creased'API HGR <equivalent to 300 F too

500 F PCT) for one-pump operation, the calculated PCT values for small
breaks will be well below the 15~1 F small break PCT previously0

oreported for Susquehanna, and significantly below the 2200 F
10CFR50. 46 cladding temperature limit.
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